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Abstract—MapReduce is a popular large-scale parallel data
processing framework. In the context of MapReduce processing
on volunteer computing environments, it is important to
devise scheduling and data placement policies that account for
characteristics of opportunistic resources. This paper investigates availability characteristics of opportunistic resources with
analyses based on log traces from the SETI@Home project.
Based on the analysis, the paper devises heuristics to leverage
the uptime of each available session to detect possibly longlasting resources. Our proposed session uptime-based resource
availability prediction approach shows a two-fold reduction in
the number of service disturbance compared to an availabilityrate based model. The paper paper investigates a heuristic that
differentiates stable nodes from unstable nodes while increasing
the chance of leveraging existing data blocks.
Keywords-Opportunistic computing, volunteer computing,
MapReduce, Hadoop, uptime

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large-scale distributed systems have become mainstream
platforms to address challenges encountered in a wide variety of compute- and data-intensive applications. Among
such platforms are Volunteer Computing (VC) systems —
desktop “Grids” that scavenge idle computing power of
Internet-connected commodity computers. Resources in VC
systems embrace characteristics of not only heterogeneous
configurations of hardware, software, and network, but also
wide geographical distribution, allowing them to potentially
reach very large number of candidate resources in the
world. However, given the characteristics of VC systems,
application scenarios are typically restricted to those that
map well to independent computation across large number
of resources, such as Bag-of-Tasks and parameter sweeping.
Google MapReduce [1] and Hadoop [2] are widely used
for large-scale data processing problems, such as counting
the URL access frequency and reverse Web-link graph analysis for Internet-scale graphs. They borrow the concept of
Map and Reduce from functional programming languages,
while enabling parallel execution of data processing jobs on
large-scale computing environments and freeing users from
job distributions and handling resource failures. Despite of
their popularity, Map/Reduce platforms are deployed mostly
on dedicated high performance data centers that are available
exclusively to a company or a research institution, and
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such environments can suffer from the dearth of available
resources.
There are benefits in using VC systems to support MapReduce type applications. First, VC can contribute a large
number of compute and storage resources to a MapReduce
platform. For example, the flagship VC project SETI@Home
provides 28.8 PBytes of disk storage aggregated from about
500,000 machines during the month of August/2010 [3].
In comparison, large-scale dedicated MapReduce systems at
Yahoo, Facebook and eBay are estimated to have of the order
of thousands of nodes with tens of PBytes in storage [4].
The large number of publicly-available donated resources
can help to build opportunistic MapReduce systems that
provide massive capacity for scientists who do not own
dedicated resources; furthermore, the simple MapReduce
programming model and the ability of the runtime system to
handle replicated data placement, data affinity in task placement, and transparently handle failures can enable wider use
of VC systems for large-scale data-parallel applications.
However, the deployment of MapReduce on VC systems introduces several challenges. In general, the inherent
resource volatility of VC can restrict availability of the
MapReduce service. There are also implementation-specific
issues; for instance, SETI@Home has about 100,000 active
resources [5] at a time, and the Hadoop implementation can
have scalability limitation at this scale [6]. Thus, heuristics
to select a subset of VC resources for differentiated role
assignment needs to be incorporated. In a Wide Area Network (WAN) environment, where most of VC resources are
located, the limited end-to-end connection due to private
IP addresses, network address translation (NAT), firewall
devices among donated resources, and bandwidth limitations
can limit correct operation of block replication and task
execution in MapReduce frameworks.
In this paper, we address the challenge of providing stable
MapReduce services on VC platform by leveraging the
availability characteristics of volatile resources. The overall
approach is to select a subset of nodes that are predicted
to be available in the future. We leverage an overlay virtual network to recover end-to-end network connectivity in
a WAN environment constrained by NATs and firewalls.
Based on the thorough analysis of SETI@Home resource
availability logs provided by the Failure Trace Archive [5],

we confirmed that an available session with a longer uptime
tends to stay available longer, and that distribution can be
expressed as a Weibull function. Based on this observation
we propose to select a subset of nodes with longer sessiontime to designate them as datanodes and task-trackers. In
addition to using the longer uptime nodes for data placement
and task execution, we propose the classification of nodes
into groups named regular-pool and infant-pool. Resources
in an infant pool contain valid data-blocks but the uptime
of current session is short to satisfy the criteria to become a
member of regular-pool. Nodes in a regular-pool satisfy the
current session uptime length criteria, and they perform as
ordinary datanode and tasktracker in Hadoop. Namenode
and jobtracker prefer nodes in a regular-pool for blockplacement and task scheduling, and nodes in a infant pool are
selected for job execution when task-trackers in a regularpool cannot handle given job request loads.
Simulations are conducted to measure the number of
interruptions during MapReduce operations by replaying
the availability log of SETI@Home [5]. The simulation
results demonstrate that our proposed uptime-based resource
selection mechanism provides more reliable service by reducing the number of interruptions in half compared to an
availability-rate based mechanism [7] and by a factor of 12
compared to a random node selection mechanism.
In order to validate the proposed methods, we implemented the infant-pool block placement and task scheduling
heuristic on top of the Hadoop default job-queue-taskscheduler and delay-scheduler [8]. We have evaluated the
proposed heuristic on a real-world WAN cloud computing testbed, FutureGrid [9], by replaying the SETI@Home
availability logs to capture the volatility of resources in a
controlled manner. To evaluate the system in a realistic job
submission scenario, we leverage SWIM [10], a statistical
workload injector for MapReduce based on log files from
Facebook. The experiment results demonstrate that the adoption of infant-pool improves the fault-tolerance of the system
by decreasing the number of interrupted tasks about 40%
when around 50% of nodes issue interruption event at least
once during the experiments.
In summary, the research contributions of this paper are
as follow:
•

•
•

A novel uptime-based resource selection heuristic that
provides more reliable and consistent service than the
availability-rate based method.
A novel infant-pool heuristic that can differentiate roles
of VC resources based on their predicted availability.
Evaluations of proposed methods on an emulated
volatile environment replaying failure trace logs with
Hadoop job submission scenarios by Facebook.

II. M AP R EDUCE ON VOLUNTEER C OMPUTING AND
R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we describe the characteristics of VC
resources that need to be considered to support MapReduce
applications and the corresponding related work in the
literature.
Volatility of Volunteered Resources
Participating nodes in a VC system can cease to donate their
computing power at any time, which prevents the delivery
of a reliable set of nodes to a MapReduce framework.
In order to deal with this issue, MOON [11] proposes to
leverage a small number of dedicated resources to provide
reliable services, in combination with adaptive task and data
scheduling algorithms. Similar to MOON, SpeQulos [12]
proposes a mechanism to provide reliable services in an
opportunistic computing environment by supplementing a
small number of dedicated cloud-computing resources for
redundant task execution at the end of job completion.
Though they can improve reliability of a system with opportunistic resources, the proposed algorithms require additional
dedicated resources where such nodes might not exist. In our
proposed method, without relying on dedicated nodes, we
leverage opportunistic resources that are likely to provide
reliable service in the future based on the uptime of the
current available session. Thus, our proposed heuristic can
help approaches such as MOON and SpeQulos to decrease
the number of dedicated resources that are needed.
Tang et. al. [13] presented an implementation of MapReduce on a VC environment. In order to improve faultresilience, they leverage Bitdew [14], a data management
and distribution framework on a distributed environment
with volatile resources. They do not take into account
the different degrees of availability among opportunistic
resources. Our proposed uptime-based availability prediction
method can contribute to improve the reliability of such a
system.
Dynamic MapReduce Pool Configuration
The client/server-based architecture of MapReduce can
impose scalability limitations [6], which requires careful
monitoring in a VC environment where large numbers of
available resources may overwhelm the MapReduce central
manager. In order to maintain MapReduce pool size within
a controllable number of resources based on job demands,
an approach such as PonD [15] can be followed. Though
dynamic resource pool size configuration is possible, we
need to select a subset of volunteer resources that are likely
to provide reliable services in a MapReduce pool. Kondo et.
al. [16] and Javadi et. al. [17] analyzed availability logs of
real-world opportunistic resources and proposed heuristics
to predict highly-available nodes in the future based on the
pattern of past availability.
Similar to those works, ADAPT [7] used availability
history to predict future availability, and differentiated roles

III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
In this section, we present a heuristic to select subsets
of opportunistic resources that are likely to provide reliable
service by referencing the uptime of a current session. We
also propose the classification of nodes into an infant-pool
to increase the chance of locality-data usage of resources
that are predicted to be less reliable.
A. Considering Uptime to Determine Volatility
Javadi et. al. [17] and Nurmi et. al. [21] analyzed the availability logs of opportunistic resources from the SETI@Home
project and other computing resources. They fit the availability patterns to statistical distributions using the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), and the Weibull distribution
with the shape parameter between 0.0 and 1.0 represents the
characteristics accurately, which means the probability of a
session remaining active for another time-unit increases as
the longevity of the current session time increases. In other
words, we can interpret the length of each available session
(uptime) as the indicator of the probability that the session
will remain available in the future.
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of participating nodes based on the expected availability on
MapReduce. In this paper, we propose a different availability
prediction method that relies on the uptime of a current
session. Based on analysis of a SETI@Home log file, the
historical availability-based prediction incurs twice more
interruptions than our proposed uptime-based prediction
mechanism.
Operation in a Wide-Area-Network
Different from a data center network, VC resources are generally distributed across a WAN where end-to-end network
connection is not guaranteed due to private IP addresses,
NATs and firewalls. End-to-end communication is vital in
every phase of MapReduce tasks to share input blocks or
intermediate results. In this paper, we demonstrate how
we guarantee end-to-end connections in WAN by using a
virtual overlay network built on a P2P system [18]. In
addition to the limited connectivity in WAN, resources in VC
have lower bandwidths comparing to dedicated data center
machines. Thus, the current node- and rack-locality based
data placement and task scheduling policies of MapReduce
need to be redesigned. This paper does not address this
challenge; it is a subject of future work.
MapReduce Result Verification
Due to the free-to-join nature of VC resources, task results
must be confirmed correct. The majority-voting method at
a central manager that is leveraged by BOINC [19] might
not be applicable in MapReduce due to the large size of
intermediate results. In order to deal with this issue, Tang et.
al. [13] and Moca et. al. [20] proposed distributed majority
voting method that can be leveraged for intermediate result
verification of MapReduce on VC resources.
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Figure 1: The CDF of remaining uptime of all session. The
median remaining uptime of sessions whose running time is
over one-day (the left-most line) is about 105 seconds. The
same metric of sessions whose uptime is over two-months
(the right-most line) is about 2 × 106 seconds

In order to confirm this characteristic, we analyzed
the SETI@Home availability log files from Failure Trace
Archive [5] from a perspective that was not addressed in the
previous analysis by Javadi et. al. [17]. Figure 1 shows a plot
of Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of remaining
uptime given that current uptime of an available session is
longer than the measured values (i.e., one day, one week,
one month, and two months, from left to right). We observe
that, as the current session uptime gets longer, the remaining
uptime also gets longer. For instance, the median remaining
time of sessions whose uptime is longer than one-day, oneweek, one-month, and two-months are 105 , 4 × 105 , 8 × 105 ,
and 2 × 106 seconds, respectively. From this figure, we can
observe that the uptime of an available session can be an
indicator of future availability. In the evaluation section, we
will further compare our proposed uptime-based resource selection method and availability rate-aware resource selection
mechanism [7] with respect to the number of interruptions
due to resource volatility.
We observed that longer uptime opportunistic resources
in a volunteer computing project tend to stay available
longer, and we can designate the long-running nodes for
more important tasks at every MapReduce phase in order
to decrease the interrupted service due to resource volatility. To investigate the distribution of number of resources
with respect to the given uptime, we count the number
of resources regarding their uptime at a daily basis in the
Figure 2. The horizontal axis shows the index of days since
October 5, 2008. The vertical axis shows the cumulative
number of resources in log scale. The bottom bar shows
the number of resources whose uptime is over two months,
and the upper bars represent the number of nodes whose
uptime is over one month, one week, and one day. Given
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Figure 2: number of active nodes whose uptime satisfies the
given criteria - 2 months, 1 month, 1 week, 1 day. At the
observed 1 month of time window, over 1000 nodes have
been running for over two months.

that the number of active resources at the period is about
106 , we can see that about half of the available nodes have
been running over one day. We can also see that over 1,000
nodes have been running for over two months, and over
3,000 nodes have been available over one month during
the observation period. Though a direct comparison of the
number of datanodes with typical Hadoop clusters might not
make a fair illustration due to the distinct available storage
size and processing capacity, it is worth pointing out that
typical large-scale Hadoop clusters in production today have
few thousand nodes.
In our proposed MapReduce framework on opportunistic
resources, we would like to leverage the long-running nodes
to increase the reliability of the system. The namenode
and jobtracker, namely a central manager node, maintains a
threshold value, T hjoin , to determine if a resource has been
running for long period of time, and to see if it qualifies to
serve as a datanode and tasktracker. Based on the demands
of a job, a central manager node can adjust the T hjoin value
dynamically; as more jobs are submitted, T hjoin will be
lowered to invite more opportunistic resources serving as
datanode and tasktracker.
B. Infant Pool
Though we can increase the system reliability by using the
long-running nodes as the datanode, the failure of a longuptime node that was running as a datanode can result in
resetting the uptime, and it will take a while for the node
to be eligible for serving as MapReduce node. However,
an interrupted node whose uptime is less than T hjoin can
still have valid data-blocks that can be exploited for data
locality in task execution. According to the study of datablock popularity distribution based on age [22], a data-block
is accessed by tasks for a non-negligible period of time - at
least several days. In an uptime-based MapReduce resource
selection mechanism, it is possible that a short-interval of
interruption can make a node with valid data-blocks unable

to serve as a data-node or task-tracker if the current session
time is less than T Hjoin . In order to accommodate nodes
with valid data-blocks but short-running times, we introduce
the concept of an infant-pool. To compare with nodes in
infant-pool, we name a set of nodes with uptime larger
than T hjoin as regular pool. Due to higher possibility of
interruptions for nodes in infant-pool, we do not allocate new
data-blocks to nodes in the pool. Instead, if task execution
slots of resources in regular-pool are all busy and the localblock task execution condition is met for a node in the infantpool, the task is performed in the infant-pool node. The datablocks in infant-pool nodes are not counted towards the valid
data-block so that a namenode tries to achieve the expected
level of replication with data-blocks in a regular-pool.
By leveraging resources with likelihood of highavailability in the future, we expect to decrease the number
of unexpected interruptions and improve system reliability.
By introducing the concept of an infant-pool, we try to
leverage already existing data-blocks for local-data task
execution.
C. Implementation Details
In order to validate our proposed heuristics, we implemented a prototype using Hadoop-0.22.0 as a base source
code. We added a module to record uptime of a datanode, and a module which determines whether a data-node
is going to be located in an infant-pool or regular-pool.
We leverage the default Hadoop block placement module
by adding a component to distinguish nodes in infant-pool
and regular-pool. The job scheduler also needs to distinguish them, and we implemented the proposed module on
Hadoop’s default job-queue-scheduler and delay-scheduler.
At both scheduling modules, we added a variable at the
JobInProgress class to count the number of rejected tasktracker scheduling attempts. Initially, the count value is 0,
and the value is increased every time a job is not assigned
to a given task-tracker. Otherwise, if a task gets assigned,
the value of rejected scheduling count is decreased by half.
If the number of rejected task-tracker is larger than the
number of resources in infant-pool plus regular-pool, the job
can be assigned to nodes in the infant-pool. By counting
the number of rejected task-tracker scheduling attempts, a
job can wait until a task-tracker in regular-pool tries to
get assigned tasks. If task-trackers in regular-pool are busy
running other jobs, the rejected count will increase, and the
job can be assigned to nodes in a infant-pool. This step
is similar to delay scheduler [8], which tries to increase the
chance of data block local-node execution by waiting a short
period of time.
IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of node
selection heuristics of our proposed uptime-based approach
and availability-rate aware methods through simulation. We

A. Experiments on Uptime-based Resource Selection
In order to evaluate the performance of uptime-based
resource selection mechanism, we implemented a memoryefficient simulator which can replay a SETI@Home log
file by repeating the available/unavailable transitions per
each node. Of the total nodes, we select a target number
of resources (500, 1000, 2000, 3000) using different node
selection methods. If a selected node becomes unavailable,
we remove the failed node from the list and add a new
high-ranked node. After performing the simulation for the
entire period, we summarized the data between May 17,
2008 and October 26, 2008; this period was selected as it
exhibits the largest number of active resources. The number
of interruptions (when the target number of resources is
1000) is shown in Figure 3.
Each bar shows the number of interruptions for different node selection mechanisms. rnd means random node
selection method. up-t is our proposed uptime-based node
selection method. upt+ar is the combination of uptime-based
method and available-rate based method. In the method,
we select high uptime nodes that have been available over
95% of time in the past. w-upt means the weighted uptime, which reflects the past available rate while selecting
nodes based on the uptime. In this method, we multiply a
constant value calculated from the previous available rate
to make a node that has higher previous available rate to
be registered earlier. p-ar means the available-rate based
resource selection method that excludes the current session
uptime; hence, this value is static when a new session begins.
comp-ar means comprehensive available-rate. This method
considers available rate calculated by including the current
session time; thus, this value is dynamic. In summary, upt is our proposed node selection method. upt+ar and wupt are uptime-based node selection methods which consider
previous available rate. p-ar and comp-ar are methods that
rely on the previous available-rate.
As shown in the figure, our proposed uptime-based
method (up-t) shows the least number of interruptions
comparing to other heuristics. Uptime-based methods which
consider the past available rate (upt-ar and w-upt) do not
show as good result as the simple uptime-based method.
The available-rate aware node selection methods incurs
2.6x more interruptions than our proposed mechanism.
Previous work on MapReduce on opportunistic resources,
ADAPT [7], leverages available-rate to improve the reliability of the system. Based on this simulation result, we
can expect that the system reliability can be improved by
changing the reliable-node selection mechanism.
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also demonstrate the operation of the proposed heuristics by
implementing a prototype on top of Hadoop, deploying it on
a real-world WAN environment, and conducting experiments
by replaying a synthetic failure scenario.
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Figure 3: The total number of interruptions during 6 months
with 1,000 nodes according to the different node-selection
method. up-t is our proposed uptime-based selection mechanism. It incurs fewer than half interruptions compared to
the availability-rate aware resource selection method.

In order to further investigate the reasons of different
number of interruptions, we show the minimum uptime and
average prior available rate among the selected nodes at
the time of selection in Table I. The uptime-based methods
show much higher minimum uptime than availability-rate
based method. Among the uptime-based methods, the ones
that consider the available-rate lower the barrier of uptime
and increase the previous available-rate to be selected as
MapReduce nodes. However, this lowered uptime barrier
resulted in the more number of interruptions as shown in
the Figure 3. We measured the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient between the number of interruptions
in Figure 3 and the minimum uptime value in Table I, and
the coefficient is -0.6171, which means high negative correlations; the higher the uptime, the lower the interruptions.
Table I: The minimum uptime and average available rate of
selected nodes
rnd
up-t
upt+ar
w-upt
p-ar
comp-ar

minimum uptime (seconds)
1
4,433,460
184,713
2,425,241
4
713724

average available rate
0.7156
0.76
0.9859
0.9717
0.9964
0.999714

Figure 4 shows the average number of interruptions-perday (primary vertical axis) with different number of target
resources (horizontal axis) and the minimum uptime of the
registered nodes (secondary vertical axis) for the uptimebased resource selection method. As we can see from the figure, as the target number of resources increases, the average
number of interruptions increases and the minimum uptime
of registered nodes decreases, which match the observations
in Table I. The percentile value on top of each bar shows
the fraction of nodes that have failed on a daily-basis. For
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Figure 4: The average number of interruptions per day
of uptime-based node selection method and the minimum
uptime of registered nodes. As the target number of nodes
increases, more interruptions happen and the minimum uptime decreases. With 3000 target resources, 4.67% of nodes
fail daily on average.
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Figure 5: The number of interrupted tasks due to transition
to unavailable state with different job loads and failure
scenario. In general, using the infant-pool decreases the
number of interrupted tasks.

Table III: bandwidth measurement (bits per second)
the target number of resources equal to 500, about 1% of
nodes became unavailable. For the target number of nodes
being 3000, 4.76% of nodes transit to unavailable status.
By carefully selecting subset of nodes with high-chances
of being available in the future, we can provide reliable
MapReduce services by using the opportunistic resources.
B. Experiments with a Prototype Implementation in WAN
In this section, we evaluate the prototype implementation
described in Section III-C. In order to evaluate our proposed
algorithm in a realistic WAN environment, we created a
virtual cluster with 30 virtual machine instances in Chicago,
Texas, and Florida (10 VMs in each site) using FutureGrid [9]. Each VM is equipped with 1GByte of memory and
a single core with Hadoop-0.22.0 of our proposed algorithm
implemented. The namenode is located on the Chicago site,
and other nodes work as both data-node and task-tracker.
In order to guarantee the end-to-end connection in a WAN
environment, we created a virtual network using IPOP [18],
and all communications happen through the virtual network.
In order to verify the heterogeneous network status, we
show the intra- and inter-site ping response time and average
bandwidth in Table II and Table III, respectively. Note
that we use iperf to measure the bandwidth, and these
values include the overhead of processing every packet at
an overlay network layer. As shown in the table, we can
replay the heterogeneous latency and bandwidths in the
given experiment environment.
Table II: ping response time (milli-seconds)
Ping (msec)
Florida
Chicago
Texas

Florida
0.3
46
62

Chicago
46
0.24
56

Texas
88
56
0.92

BW (bps)
Florida
Chicago
Texas

Florida
137
17.11
34.39

Chicago
38.73
152
32.84

Texas
5.08
19.63
53.37

We replayed resource availability/unavailability transitions by referencing the SETI@Home log files at the date
of 14 October 2008. Because we could not replay logs of
all available nodes at the time given the smaller set of 30
VM instances in the experiment, we synthetically selected
30 nodes from different previous uptime categories. In order
to differentiate the prior uptime, we divide nodes in the
log file into three categories; high-uptime nodes have over
one-week of uptime before the date. short-uptime nodes
have less than one-day of uptime at the observed date,
and mid-uptime nodes have been running more than oneday, less than one-week at the date. At this experiment, we
randomly select 10/10/10 as the number of resources at each
short/mid/high uptime node category. In order to generate
more transitions, we also performed experiments with node
selection distribution of 20/0/10. We implemented infantpool method both with Hadoop default job-queue scheduler
and delay-scheduler. They show similar patterns, and we
present the results with the default job-queue scheduler.
In order to evaluate the system in a realistic job submission scenario, we leverage SWIM [10], a statistical workload
injector for MapReduce based on log files from Facebook.
The workload includes various kinds of workloads that have
high volume of input dataset for Map task and intermediate
data for Reduce task. We generated 100 jobs from the given
job scenario with different resource pool size configurations
to differentiate job loads.
Figure 5 shows the number of interrupted tasks under
different job loads with different node state transition rates.
The Facebook job generator manipulates the job loads by
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Figure 6: The impact on the job response time normalized
with interrupt-free job execution when a task is interrupted
due to state transition.

changing the input, intermediate, and output data size while
keeping the inter-job submission rate the same. By changing
the distribution of uptime nodes (10/10/10 and 20/0/10), we
expect to change the rate of transition between available
and unavailable status. INF shows the number of interrupted
tasks when infant-pool is enabled, and NIF shows the metric
when infant-pool is disabled. We can observe that the number of interrupted tasks decreases when we enable infantpool, especially when 2X workload with more transitions
happening.
In order to observe the influence of task interruption to
the final job response time, we calculated the normalized job
latency (Figure 6). We normalize the latency of jobs with
interrupted tasks to job response time with no interruptions.
Note that block placement remains the same for both cases,
but different job scheduling decision can result in different
job response times, especially due to heterogenous available
bandwidths. As shown in the figure, jobs with interrupted
tasks have a heavy impact to the response time, which
motivates to minimize the number of task interruptions. In
addition to the final response time impact, we can also
observe that the impact varies across the jobs. This can be
explained by referencing the work by Dinu et. al. [23]. They
observe that task-tracker failures in the middle of execution
affects MapReduce job response time unexpectedly based
on the progress of the job when the failures happen.
Overheads: Task execution and block placement with
infant-pool enabled can incur additional overhead with respect to the task schedule waiting time, because a task
waits at least one-round of update from task-trackers until it
meets regular-pool nodes. Given that the default task-tracker
update interval is 3 seconds, this waiting time is negligible
comparing to the MapReduce job execution time. Infant-pool
also induces additional storage overhead, because a block
placed in an infant-pool node is not counted as a live block.
In our experiments, infant-pool enabled execution consumes
at most twice more storage capacity comparing with infantpool disabled mode.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented challenges and opportunities
of using MapReduce on opportunistic resources. Among the
challenges, we focused on heuristics of selecting subset of
highly-available nodes in the future by using the current
session time. With thorough analysis of real opportunistic
resource log files, we could confirm that our proposed
uptime-based resource selection method can perform better
than availability-rate aware prediction methods. The analysis
also showed the feasibility of using opportunistic resources
in MapReduce if we designate a small number of resources
that are predicted to be highly available in the future.
The experiments were conducted by replaying the volunteer
computing availability logs with a real-world MapReduce
job scenario in WAN environment with a prototype implementation of our proposed infant-pool feature with Hadoop
MapReduce. The experimental results demonstrate that the
infant-pool helps to decrease the number of interrupted tasks
that can impact the final job response time.
Throughout the analysis and experiment, we could not
only discovery the opportunities of volunteering resources
for MapReduce but also some challenges that have be
addressed. First, in a wide-area environment where the
end-to-end bandwidth is limited, we need to re-design
the task scheduling module being bandwidth aware. In a
very-large volunteer computing resource pool, the current
client/server architecture might have limitations for close
monitoring/management of underlying resources, and we
will address this issue by creating a MapReduce pool
on-demand based on job demands using a decentralized
resource discovery method.
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